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Motivation

TCP Reno suffers from four problems.
Equilibrium problems:

I At the packet level, AI is too slow and MD is too drastic

I At the flow level, mantaining large window requires extremely
small losses

Dynamic problems:

I At the packet level, binary congestion signal causes oscillation

I At the flow level, the dynamics are unstable leading to severe
oscillation



Motivation

Philosophy of Reno:

I Packet-level implementation introduced first

I Flow-level properties understood later

Philosophy of FAST:

I Flow-level design first

I Implement flow-level design at packet level



Packet and Flow Level Model

Reno packet level model:

Ack : w ← w +
1

w

Loss : w ← w − 1

2
w



Packet and Flow Level Model

The AIMD algorithm increases wi (t) by 1 packet per RTT and
decreases per unit time by

xi (t)pi (t)
1

2

4

3
wi (t) packets

where xi (t) = wi (t)/Ti (t) pkts/sec
Hence, Reno flow level model is:

ẇi (t) =
1

Ti (t)
− 2

3
xi (t)pi (t)wi (t)



Equilibrium

Reno flow level model:

ẇi (t) =
1

Ti (t)
− 2

3
xi (t)pi (t)wi (t)

Setting ẇi (t) = 0 we get

p∗i =
3

2w∗2
i



Equilibrium Problem

From

p∗i =
3

2w∗2
i

we can see that as the congestion window grows, the loss
probability become very small.



Dynamic Problem

At the packet level, Reno uses a binary signal for congestion

packet loss → congestion

no packet loss → no congestion

This makes congestion window oscillate. There is no value in
between.



Dynamic Problem

At the flow level, the dynamics of Reno given by

ẇi (t) =
1

Ti (t)
− 2

3
xi (t)pi (t)wi (t)

is unstable at large bandwidth-delay products. [19], [39]



FAST Design

FAST is designed according to

ẇi (t) = ki (t).

(
1− pi (t)

ui (t)

)

Small adjustment when close, large when far away pi (t) is
congestion measure, which in this case is queueing delay ui (t) is
the marginal utility function



FAST Design



On the other hand



FAST Architecture
Congestion algorithm divided into four independent component:

I Data control

I Window control

I Burstiness control

I Estimation component



Estimation

Provides estimations of various parameters to the other three
decision-making components.

I When negative acknowledgment received, generates loss
indication

I When ack received, updates average queueing delay and
baseRTT



Estimation

T̄i (k + 1) = (1− η(tk))T̄i (k) + η(tk)Ti (k)

Where

I η(t) = min {3/wi (t), 1/4}
I tk is the time at which the k-th RTT sample is received

So, queueing delay given by qi (k) = T̄i (t)− di (k) where di (k) is
the minimum RTT observed so far.



Data Control

Selects next packet to send from three pools of candidates:

I new packets

I packets that are deemed lost

I transmitted packets not yet acknowledged

When no loss, new packets are sent as old packets are
acknowledge.
In loss recovery, decides to

I retransmit lost packets

I keep transmitting new packets

I retransmit older packet not acknowledged or not lost



Window Control

Fast periodically updates the windows size according to:

w ← min

{
2w , (1− γ)w + γ

(
baseRTT

RTT
w + α(w , qdelay)

)}
where

I γ ∈ (0, 1]

I baseRTT is the minimum RTT observed so far

I α determines the total number of packets queued in routers
along the flow’s path

I qdelay is the end-to-end average queueing delay

αi (wi , qi ) =

{
αiwi if qi = 0
αi otherwise

When packet loss detected, window is halved.



Model of Window

Let

I di be round-trip propagation delay

I qi (t) be the queueing delay

wi (t + 1) = γ

(
diwi (t)

di + qi (t)
+ αi (wi (t), qi (t))

)
+ (1− γ)wi (t)



FAST and Vegas

FAST is a high-speed version of Vegas.

I FAST model:

wi (t + 1) = wi (t) + γi (αi − xi (t)qi (t))

I Vegas model [44]:

wi (t + 1) = wi +
1

Ti (t)
sgn(αi − xi (t)qi (t))



Burstiness Control

Necessary because of the following problems:

I Lost or delayed acks can acknowledge large number of
outstanding packets

I Acks may arrive in a burst due to queueing of acks

FAST uses two mechanisms:

I Burstiness reduction: decides how many packets to send when
ack advances congestion window by large amount

I Window pacing: determines how to increase congestion
window to target given by window control component



Performance
Testbed:

I Bottleneck of 800 Mbps
I Buffer size of 2000 packets
I The sender monitors congestion window, baseRTT, queueing

delay
I The router monitors number of lost packets, average queue

size



Static Scenario

I Identical sources

I Propagation delays: 50, 100, 150, 200ms

I Number of identical sources: 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

I x-axis is number of sources

I y-axis is propagation delay

I z-axis is aggregate throughput





Dynamic Scenario



Dynamic Scenario



Dynamic Scenario



Dynamic Scenario



Dynamic Scenario



Dynamic Scenario



Dynamic Scenario



Dynamic Scenario



Dynamic Scenario



Dynamic Scenario



Overall Evaluation

Metrics:

I Throughput E =
∑n

i=1 x̄i

I Intra-protocol fairness: F =
(
∑n

i=1 x̄i)
2

n
∑n

i=1 x̄
2
i

I Stability: Si = 1
xi

2

√
1

m−1

∑m
k=1(xi (k)− x̄i )2 and

S = 1
n

∑n
i=1 Si

I Responsiveness: R1 = maxi max
{
k : | x̄i (k)−x̄i

x̄i
| > 0.1

}
and

R2 = max
{
k : |

∑
i (x̄i (k)−x̄i )∑

i x̄i
| > 0.1

}



Throughput



Jain’s Index



Stability Index



Responsiveness Index R1



Responsiveness Index R2



Open issues

I Inaccurate estimate of round-trip propagation delay

I FAST reacts to reverse path congestion

I FAST tries to stabilize queue, while loss-based schemes
overflow the queue


